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people speak a special language with animals; Ali Al Ameri is
one of these fortunate people. A native Emirati, Al Ameri was born into a
Bedouin tribe. Like so many other Bedouin tribes did before the Emirates
were united, the Al Ameri family used to travel the deserts between Oman,
Saudi Arabia and the Emirates where there were not any ‘real’ borders back
then. “My family moved with the rain to find grazing for our animals,”
comments Al Ameri. “We had about 30 camels and goats. A scout would
go out, find water and if it was drinkable, we would follow.”
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Al Ameri’s love for horses was born at the age of 18 and has since been escalating
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“Our camels were essential to our society,” Al Ameri continues. “We had
special usage for all parts of a camel - including the meat, milk and even the
hair.” The young Emirati worked with the camels and learned how to train the
ones that presented a problem. “A camel is much more stubborn than a horse,”
Al Ameri assures. “They are smarter as well. A horse has a strong memory, and
it uses this to survive. However, a camel’s memory is much stronger than its
natural thinking ability.” After leaving school at the age of 18, Al Ameri visited a
friend who was stationed with the mounted Royal Guard parade-group in Abu
Dhabi. “I was mad about horses,” he says. “ I often went to see my friend,
and I used to ride the horses there.” He quickly found out that riding a horse
was quite different from riding a camel. “ A horse has more power and is very
strong,” he says. “When I was on a horse, I felt like I ruled the world. I had
good experiences with them, probably because I used similar methods to those
I used on my camels.” In 1988, when an Australian horse trainer arrived in the
UAE to deliver a herd of camles, the world opened up for the young man who
had never been out of the desert. This was the start of a remarkable adventure,
as the Australian, who also trained horses for film and advertisement, was so
impressed with Al Ameri’s natural talent that he asked to work with him. Al
Ameri agreed to this adventure and has never once looked back. One of their
first enterprises was to find, train and break the feral horses of Australia, called
the Brumby, which inhabit the least accessible areas of the country. Everywhere
in the world, there has always been a fascination with the power, beauty and
elegance of the horse. Moreover, ever since the inception of the silver screen,
there has been an increasing demand for the use of horses in the movie industry.
With the guidance of the Australian trainers, Al Ameri began to garner the skills
necessary to train horses to do specific tasks and tricks for film work. During
the late 1980’s, training horses for the world of cinema and advertising took the
group to many exciting parts of the world including Australia, Africa, South
America and Europe.
In 2003, Al Ameri played the villain in the Walt Disney film, The Young
Black Stallion, filmed on the Namibia Skeleton Coast and in South Africa’s
Drakensberg mountain range. The team from Australia helped with the 40
horses and 10 camels in the film, as there were at least three horses for every
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Ameri makes a monotonous noise to illustrate his point by pushing his tongue
against his upper teeth. “You cannot have horses confused about being a horse,
they should live in the stables and have some work to do. The horse has more
stamina than a person, but he does not think like a human being. Horses don’t
share our emotions; they don’t get sad and happy like we do. They have very
basic and primal needs, they like grass and water. Being an animal of prey, they
must be assured that they are in a safe environment. If they could really think
and consider their situation, they would never let us ride them.” He explains
how a horse’s rude behavior might turn into a large problem: “A horse might
start to nibble, then turn to biting and pushing; and if they have it their way,
they will surely get worse,” he admonishes. “The horse is a working animal.
Care for him, look after him and always treat him like a horse.” To put it in the
simplest terms, you must learn to communicate with the horse non-verbally
so that he can rest assured that you will take care of him.” Al Ameri prides
himself on his ability to see any problem from the horse’s point of view. This
helps him to effectively fix the problem so that the horse can be reengaged as a
working partner. “I have had horses that were so mean the owners were ready
to have them put down,” he adds. Al Ameri guarantees full satisfaction with
the work he does for people: “I have built a loyal clientele that way.”
On the farm we are treated to an example of the skills of the show horses.
Tayeb, a bay Arabian stallion, is brought out. With a wave of the whip,
Al Ameri stops the horse in his tracks and makes it go up on its hind legs.
Another wave, and the horse rears energetically. One more time for the camera,
a flick of the whip sends the stallion up on its hind legs, front legs pawing the
air. As if he hears the director yell, “cut”, Tayeb drops to the ground and looks
at his trainer, who gives him a pat on the neck. The next horse is the chestnut
colored mare, Fayed, that sits like a dog on command, not an easy task, mind
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part. Horses similar in build and characteristics were chosen as understudy
horses and many spent time at the hairdresser getting dyed for the part. The
story, filmed in the large IMAX format, features a winner-take-all race between
Ali’s character, Mansoor, and a young girl trying to save her uncle’s Arabian
horse farm. The race was shot over 10 days at a number of locations in South
Africa. Al Ameri’s fast riding skills were evident in the film, and put his name
on the roster of talented cinematic horse wranglers. Although he still travels,
Al Ameri has set up a farm outside of Abu Dhabi, which is part animal refuge
and part show-business training ground. With the help of his wife, Tracy, his
three sons and numerous multinational helpers, the resident animals are cared
for, rehabilitated and trained. A tour of the farm reveals a shaded riding hall
and covered shelters, many with ceiling fans to stir the oppressive summer
air. A typical head count is between 45-50 horses, 20 camels, two falcons
and a dearly loved goat named George. Many of the horses here arrived as
troublesome horses and others were rescued from bad situations. Once they
enter the Al Ameri sanctuary, they are fed special diets if they are thin, treated
for wounds and examined by the local equine veterinarian. Horses that show
an aptitude for learning tricks might be taught skills that could give them a
show business career. Through an effective outreach program, many horses
will find permanent homes. Utilizing his many techniques, which include
kindness, leadership, persistence, and patience, Al Ameri has gained a wellearned reputation for training and retraining horses. “I fix troublesome horses
from all over the Gulf,” he says. Generally speaking, troublesome horses are
the ones that cannot get along with their human companions or do their jobs
properly. Troublesome behavior might include biting, kicking, rearing or other
forms of violence and aggression. “A horse is not a pet,” Al Ameri continues.
“Usually the problem is the owner treating the horse like a pet and spoiling
them. The horse doesn’t speak a language. They only hear: “Dah, dah dah,” Al
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Suhail, Al Ameri’s 18 yearl-old son, shares his father’s passion for horses
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The ultimate test of patience is when the falcon is placed on the stallion’s head.
The horse and the falcon have learned this scene and they quietly wait for their
reward for a job well done. Ali and his sons, Suhail and 15-year-old Sultan,
have worked in numerous live productions around the Emirates. They were
the 2008 grand finale acts for the Sharjah and Ajman Arabian Horse Shows. At
the 2008 Dubai International Arabian Horse Championship, Ali was the star
of the finale. While spotlights swept the crowd and mock fireworks sparked
the air with flashes, Ali circled the arena on horseback inside a giant plastic
bubble. “That was a plastic bubble with a zipper,” says Al Ameri. “We started
with a brave horse, and we trained him to do that trick within three days time.”
Ali’s talent has long been recognized by Arabian horse experts and trainers
such as Eileen Verdieck, who has chosen him to headline the new Dubai based
equestrian extravaganza, Al Saheel. “I’ve worked with Ali for almost six years,”
comments Verdieck. “We think Ali is a national treasure. He can do whatever
you ask him to do with a horse.”
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Al Saheel, meaning Voice of the Horse, will open in late March in the airconditioned pavilion at the Dubai Polo and Equestrian grounds at Arabian
Ranches. Modeled along the lines of many successful equestrian shows in
Europe and America, the Arabic themed show will feature 40 performing
horses, riders, and entertainment acts tracing the history and influence of the
Arabian horse around the world. Al Ameri, the local star, will be able to show
off some of the talents of his horses and riders, with the aid of Suhail and
Sultan. Although widely respected for his skills as a true horse whisperer, Al
Ameri admits that he still has a lot to learn when it comes to horses. “I have
had some success, but I’m still learning,” he adds. “I learn something new every
day from my horses.”
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you, for an animal weighing 500 kilos. Next, a bay mare named Allure bows to
the camera. Al Ameri shows us a frame, used in the making of a movie. “The
filming of a long gallop is actually many shots put together, “ he says. “I teach
them to go to a mark and they will stop exactly on that mark, galloping within
the focus of the camera.” He sends Allure off with a wave of his hand and she
gallops to just short of the mark, in our case, a stool wide enough for her front
feet. She carefully steps up on the stool and stands, looking calmly around her
as if surveying her kingdom. In a real movie shot the mark is moved and the
horse is sent forward to it time and again until the shot is completed. Al Ameri
expects his horses to be as professional as he is. “When I am given a scene,
the film company is paying a great deal of money to make that scene on that
particular day,” he says. “The camera, the lights, the crewmembers - they are
all waiting. The horse must perform and that scene has to happen. You cannot
have your horse running off in the Namibia desert. I teach my working horses
to be very brave and very comfortable with what they are doing. They know if
they get to the mark, they are fine. That’s like coming home to them.” Mounted
on a sturdy Quarter horse, we are dazzled with a series of precision maneuvers
by 18 year old rider Suhail Al Ameri. He does acrobatic stunts on the back of
a galloping horse that most people would find difficult to do standing still.
There’s the shoulder stand, the side stand and the lay over, all performed at
full speed. “Do the suicide drop,” his father asks. Suhail obligingly eagerly
gallops around us in a circle, then drops upside down anchored by one leg,
head inches above the horse’s pounding hooves while giving a smiling salute
to the camera. In a quieter moment, a helper brings out the feathered member
of the cast, a falcon that is placed on the back of Tayeb. The falcon and the
stallion stand quietly. They have done this before. Tayeb nuzzles Al Ameri.

